INVOCATION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF PROTECTORS

KYÊ SÖN CHIK GONG SHIK CHHÖ KYONG DREK PAY TSHOK
Kye! Listen and think of me, you hosts of dharma protectors and arrogant ones.

NGÖN GYI T’HA TSHIK NYEN PO MA YEL WAR
Without being distracted from your strict oaths of the past,

DENG DIR DAK GIY DUNG WAY BÖ KUL NA
as I yearningly invoke you now,

CHOL WAY LAY DI DA TA NYI DU DRUB
accomplish this very instant the activities I enjoin you to carry out.

SANG CHHEN TEN PAY CHHÖ SI NGA T’HANG LA
When the hordes of evil ones who contest

LOK PAR KHU WAY DIK CHEN TSHOK NAM KYIY
the spiritual and temporal power of the teachings of the Great Secret

SAM JOR DUK PAY DUN DRÖ NGEN SHOM KUN
scheme with malicious intent and action,
Invocation to the General Assembly of Protectors

KAY CHIK TSAM LA CHHIR GYUR TOR SHIK T'HONG
thwart all their machinations and send devastation down upon them!

LAY KYI DRAY BU NYAM P'HUNG LAK TU CHHUK
Ensure the ruination and destruction of the fruits of their labors.

NGAK CHHANG CHHÉ WAY YÖN TEN DÜ DIR KYÉ
Arouse the magnificent qualities of the holders of mantra here and now.

MI T'HUN DANG DRAY YUL LAY GYAL WAR DZÖ
Make us victorious in our battle with antagonistic and malevolent enemies.

T'HUK DAM DÜ LA BAB BO SA MA YA
The time has come for you to uphold our sacred bond. Samaya!
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